The functional role of metabotropic glutamate receptors in epileptiform activity induced by 4-aminopyridine in the rat amygdala slice.
The metabotropic glutamate receptor (mGluR) antagonist, (RS)-alpha-methyl-4-carboxyphenylglycine (MCPG; 500 microM), was tested on intracellularly recorded epileptiform activity induced by 4-aminopyridine (4-AP) in amygdala neurons. Superfusing 4-AP (1 mM) produced interictal spiking followed by ictal bursting. MCPG prevented the progressive transition from interictal spiking to ictal bursting but affected neither induction of interictal spiking nor maintenance of ongoing ictal bursting. These data suggest that mGluRs may be involved in the induction of ictal seizure events.